An/To: Bogenzeit (owner Klemens Schmelter).; Detmolder Str. 19 (backyard); D- 33102 Paderborn
powered by Bogenzeit

Exhibitors Registration Formula for „PaderBow” archery fair
in Paderborn /Germany on November 26.11.-27.11.2022
Location: Schützenhof Paderborn, Schützenplatz 1, 33102 Paderborn/Germany
(www.schuetzenhof.de) in the Messehalle, Hansesaal und Ferrarisaal, about 3500 m²
exhibition area indoor.
The following standard stands are available (please mark):
Stand on the wall-side, width x depth (33Euro/ m²) + additional costs. Smallest stand
7 m². All exhibitors participating till 2014 at
the PaderBow, have to pay (30- Euro/ m²) +
additional costs.
since 2014

[
[
[
[
[

] 3,50 m x 2 m (7 m²)
] 5,25 m x 2 m (10,5 m²)
] 7,00 m x 2 m (14,00 m²)
] 8,75 m x 2 m (17,50 m²)
] 10,5 m x 2 m (21,00 m²)

Inner place width x depth (30 - Euro/m²) incl.
additional costs (inclusive wall, of
Padermessebau or Schützenhof Paderborn).
Smallest stand 7 m²

since 2015/new

288 €*
417 €*
547 €*
676 €*
806 €*

309 €*
449 €*
589 €*
729 €*
869 €*

[ ] 3,50 m x 2 m (7 m²)
[ ] 5,25 m x 2 m (10,5 m²)
[ ] 7,00 m x 2 m (14,00 m²)
[ ] 8,75 m x 2 m (17,5 m²)
**

288 €*
417 €*
547 €*
676 €*

Special offer: minimal stand for handcrafters (at least 80% own production) 1 table + surface
= 3,5 m² → 176,- Euro*
*All prices are incl. servicecosts and advertising blanket (for the exact composition of the
prices see 2nd sheet)
** Open space for special Stand size
Please fill in:
Number of the m² _______ own wall available? _______ height own back wall_________m
Additional stable fair-walls necessary? _____ (if ordered on request: running meters 14 €)
Number of table _______

Number of chairs _______

electric power (20€) needed ______ (price increase at high consumption)
Number of needed exhibitor passes _______

commercial? yes // no (delete as appropriate)

Type of Sale / Presentation _____________________________________________

After registration you will receive an invoice immediately. The distribution of space takes
place after receipt of payment. If there are more registrations than stands, the payment will be
decisive. There is compulsory to use walls, we put the walls for the indoor stand area.
Exhibitors with their own walls please contact us. For more information s. our Terms.
Please fill in (capital letters):

Name _____________________________

Company _____________________________

Street _____________________________

Email ________________________________

PO-Code, Town_____________________

Telephone ____________________________

Location, Date ______________________
Sign ________________________________
(we accept your registration as a scan par email info@paderbow.de as well as par Fax: 03212 /1450978)

General Terms and Conditions Archery Fair PaderBow 2022 (26.11-27.11.2022)
1. Exhibitor contract 1.1. With the stand application in accordance with the invitation to tender, the fair
participant offers the conclusion of an exhibitor contract binding. The registration can be made in writing or by
screen systems. The exhibitor contract is concluded upon receipt of the registration confirmation from the trade
fair participant. 1.2. The scope of the contractual services is binding from the performance description of the fair
for the trade fair period as well as from the information referring thereto in the registration confirmation /
invoice. Other descriptions of service providers are not relevant. It exists as in the registration visible obligation.
We make the walls for the interior, in itself walls can be ordered about us by the company Padermessebau.
2. Services and Payment The organizer is entitled to change individual services for organizational and
unforeseeable reasons. The trade fair organizer will immediately inform the trade fair participant / exhibitor of
the changes in services. A payment has to be made within 30 days after receipt of the invoice or offer (only after
a confirmation of the exhibitor registration on the basis of the already sent offer), exceptions are possible after
arrangement. All exhibitors who have been at PaderBow since at least 2014 continue to pay (30, - Euro / m²) +
NK about 10% less than other exhibitors.
3. Resignation on the part of the fair participant / exhibitor. The exhibitor may withdraw from the fair
participation at any time before the beginning of the fair. It is recommended to declare withdrawal in writing in
order to avoid any misunderstandings. For cancellations from the 7th day to the last working day before the start
of the fair, no refunds are possible. The total amount upon conclusion of an exhibitor contract is due within two
weeks after the fair. The company " BOGENZEIT" is entitled to assert a resignation flat fee, which (if no
substitute fair participant is provided) is calculated as a percentage of the exhibitor fee applicable to the exhibitor
/ participant as follows (possible changes in the repayment modalities can be made online and are valid
retroactively in the current year): 3.1. In the case of a withdrawal (refers to the agreed total price) • from the 90th
day to the 60th day before the start of the fair 50%, • from the 59th day to the 40th day before the fair 65%, •
from the 39th day to the 20th day before the fair 75% • from the 19th day to the last working day 100% before
the fair, • 100% on the day of the fair, in case of no-show and after cancellation.4. Resignation on the part of the
organizer 4.1. The company "BOGENZEIT" is entitled to cancel the fair up to 30 days before the beginning of
the fair (in the case of the case) serious reasons (for example, lack of fair attendees). A fee already paid by an
exhibitor will be reimbursed immediately in this case.
5. Cancellation of the contract due to exceptional circumstances 5.1. If the performance of the trade fair after the
conclusion of the contract is unpredictably considerably impeded, endangered or impaired as a result of force
majeure, both parties to the contract may terminate the exhibitor contract. In the event of cancellation before the
start of the trade fair, the exhibitor will receive back the paid exhibitor fee without delay. A further claim does
not exist. For services already provided, the company " BOGENZEIT" can demand a fee. 5.2. If the
circumstances mentioned arise after the beginning of the trade fair, the exhibitor contract can also be terminated
by both parties. In this case, the company " BOGENZEIT" will take the measures necessary as a result of the
cancellation of the contract. If the contract is terminated for the aforementioned reasons, the company
"BOGENZEIT" has a claim for compensation for exhibition services rendered or to be rendered.
6. Liability 6.1. The company " BOGENZEIT" is not liable for personal injury. The normal course of the fair is
insured with Allianz. 6.2 The company " BOGENZEIT" is not liable for other claims for damages due to damage
to property and personal injury, which are caused by actions of a trade fair visitor or trade fair visitor (please
consult your liability insurance). If the cause lies in an action on the part of a third party, the latter must be liable
for any damage incurred.
7. Other provisions and agreements 7.1. These conditions apply unless individual agreements are made in the
individual exhibitor contracts. 7.2. The data made available to us will be processed by EDP in the context of the
purpose of the contract, stored personal data will be protected in accordance with the Federal Data Protection
Act. 7.3. Place of jurisdiction is Amtsgericht Paderborn. "BOGENZEIT", owner: Adalbert Klemens Schmelter,
Detmolder Str. 19, 33102 Paderborn, Mobile: 0175/5276616, Web: http://www.bogenzeit.de
Explanations of the price calculation:
Stand width is determined by the number of (standard) tables (width 1.75 mx depth 0.75 m), the standard depth
of the stand including the depth of the table exactly 2 m, (ie depth of the pure area behind the table 1.25 m) The
minimum stand width is 2 tables (= 3.5 m)
*
Minimum stand size 3.5 mx 2m = 7 m²
An extension of the stand is done in tables + area: per table then by 3.5 m² total area (1.75 m x 2 m).
*
Advertising fee: 29, - Euro / stand
Service costs: 7, - Euro / m² (includes heating, general electricity, cleaning, waste disposal, construction and
dismantling, provision of: tables, chairs, exhibition walls)
*
Example calculation for a stand of 2 tables (3.5 m width): 3.5 m x 2 m = 7 m² area
7 m² x 30, - Euro (floor space) + 7 m² x 7, - Euro (service costs) + 29, - Euro advertising fee = 288, - Euro
*
Small stand for craftsmen 1 table (at least 80% own production): 176, - fixed price incl. Service and advertising
fee
Special arrangements regarding the stand area are possible in exceptional cases, if it is of particular use for the
PaderBow. The amounts do not include VAT.

